FROM BARENTSEV TO THE WHITE SEA
IN 8 DAYS

Murmansk - Teriberka – Murmansk
– Lovosero –Kirovsk – Kandalaksha
– Tonya Tetrina –Varzuga
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YOU WILL VISIT:
Teriberka - unforgettable journey to the Edge of the Earth. The Barentsev Sea
City-hero, city-harbour Murmansk
The ice-breaker ship Lenin
The Saami village (the Saami – native ethnographic group)
The Museum of Stone
The Lapland Biosphere Reserve
The town of Kandalaksha
Historical-ethnological complex Tonya Tetrina – the historical reconstruction of
angling village typical for the location
The Tersky coast – the place where several rivers run into the White Sea
The deposits of Ikaite minerals
Cape Ship – the deposits of amethyst

YOU WILL EXPERIENCE:
Swimming in the Barents Sea – for the bravest
The Saami traditional games
The authentic The Saami lunch
Photoshoot in national costumes
Feeding deer and hares
Climbing of the Bolshoy Vudyavr mountain
Traditions and rituals of the native inhabitants of the Kola peninsula
Night on the shore of the White Sea
Accommodation at Pomor houses (Pomors – ethnographic group of native
people of this part of Russia)
Authentic Pomor lunch

The Barentsev Sea is a marginal
sea of the Arctic Ocean. It was
named “Barentsev” in 1853 after a
Dutch
sea
explorer
Willem
Barentsz. Before that it
had been known as the Murmansk
Sea.

The White Sea is the inlet sea in the
northern part of the European part of
Russia,
In Scandinavian mythology the White
Sea is known under the name of
“Gandvik”. It is also known as the
“Serpent Gulf” for its
curvy serpent-like coastline.
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DAY 1. MURMANSK
15:10
17:45

Meet&greet at Murmansk airport with the sign, luggage claim, getting on
the bus and transfer to Murmansk

18:30
20:30

Dinner at the Nevod reataurant
Check-in at the hotel Azimut 4*
Rest

Hotel Azimut Murmansk 4* is situated on
the main city square “Five Corners”. The
hotel building is the highest one above the
Arctic
10:00circle hence our guests can enjoy the
unforgettable view of the city and the Gulf
of Kola. The renovated hotel building with
more than half-a-century history is one of
the symbols of Murmansk.

On the way from airport to the city you will see:
Stela at the entrance to the city with the
image of the 69th parallel. At the very top, on
the needle of the 20-metre high stela there is
a sailing ship. The needle goes out of the
centre of a ring. The ring, made in a shape of
a silver metal circle, bears an inscription with
the geographic coordinates of Murmansk "Murmansk N 68° 58' O 33° 03"
The bridge over the never frozen Kola Gulf.
The total length of the bridge passage is
approximately 2,4 km and the bridge itself is
1611 metres long. It is the second longest
bridge beyond the Arctic Circle.
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DAY 2. TERIBERKA
09:00

19:00
19:30

Breakfast at the hotel (from 7:00 to 9:00 am)
Check-out and meeting in the hotel lobby (with luggage)
and transfer to Teriberka
A small picnic and a lunch at a cafe
Arrival in Murmansk
Dinner at a restaurant
Free time
The night at the hotel

EXPERIENCE IN TERIBERKA:
This is a special journey to the coast of the Barents Sea,
where the Edge of the Russian Land is situated… only the Arctic is lying ahead.
Our way goes across endless tundra, canyons and rock cliffs, mountain passes and
sopkas (the name of hills specific for Murmansk and some other regions of Russia).
These places are full of hidden danger and beauty and the same time. The
picturesque bay of the non-freezing Barentsev Sea … Clean sand, quietly washed
by clear ice-cold sea waves. The brave ones can have a swift swim here!
The Dragon beach. For thousands of years the ocean has been polishing the stones
on the beach, so that they started to look like dragon or dinosaur eggs.
Cemetery of sunken ships, where old sea vessels are weaving into a bizarre
pattern and where the North wind is playing his melody on the frames of the old
ships.
The Arctic waterfall, that is breaking through scarlet granite of the local cliffs and
throwing his waters onto the shore of the Arctic Ocean
You are surely going to take fantastic pictures of the landscapes and the places
where the scenes from world-famous Russian movies - Oscar-nominated
“Leviathan” by Andrey Zviagintsev and “Duelist” by Alexey Mizgirev – were filmed.
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TERIBERKA PHOTOS
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DAY 3. MURMANSK
10:00
13:00
14:30
16:00
20:00
00:00

Breakfast at the hotel
City tour of Murmansk "Getting to know Murmansk"
The tour to ice-breaker ship Lenin
Lunch at a cafe
Transfer to the hotel
Free time
Dinner - barbecue at the beach
Transfer back to the hotel

The city tour of Murmansk includes:
"Alyosha" - the memorial to the Defenders of the Soviet Arctic during
the Great Patriotic War. The statue is of a soldier in a greatcoat with a
submachine gun slung over his shoulder. The height of the pedestal is
7 metres (23 ft); the statue is 35.5 metres (116 ft) tall. It is the secondtallest statue in Russia, after The Motherland Calls in Volgograd. The
weight of the statue, which is hollow, is over 5,000 tons.
The lighthouse, the Cathedral in memory of sailors who died in the
time of peace, and the deck house from the infamous submarine Kursk
City view point
The Arctic McDonald's - the northmost McDonald's in the world. It is
situsted in Murmansk on Leningradskaya str. 20/3, which is in the very
city centre.

Lenin is an atomic ice-breaker ship, the first on-water
vessel with a nuclear power plant. The ice breaker was
built in the USSR for maintenance of the North sea
route and providing unstoppable navigation.
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DAY 3. MURMANSK PHOTOS
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DAY 4. LOVOZERO
08:30
10:30

13:30
17:00
19:00
21:00

Breakfast at the hotel.
Check-out and getting the luggage to the bus.
Departure for Lovozero
Arrival at a Saami village, entertainment programm (see description below)
Lunch in a tradidional Saami way (includes salmon and deer)
Transfer to Kirovsk
Dinner at the restaurant
City tour of Kirovsk - the Museum of stone and the towers of time
Check-in at hotel Tirvas

THE SAAMI EXPERIENCE:

You are going to visit the ethno-village “Sam Syit”.
“Sam Syit” in translation from Saami means “the Saami village”. The Saami are a
Finno-Ugric people inhabiting the Kola peninsula. Currently there are just about
1500 o the Saami people in Russia. Most of them live in the Lovozero region.
A 3-hour entertainment program is planned for you here. You will see the chumi –
traditional homes of the Saami, - the bewitched old idols, deer, arctic foxes, foxes,
husky dogs, raccoons, hares.
Feeding the deer, hares, watching the traditional Saami games.
Here you can also take photos in the national Saami costumes.
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DAY 5. KIROVSK
7:00-9:00 Breakfast at the hotel.
Check-out, take the luggage to the bus
09:00 Tour to the Khibiny mountains a walk to the waterfall
Lunch at a restaurant
Departure from Kirovsk
15:00 Tour to the Lapland Biosphere Reserve
Snack time (lunch-boxes) with the tea made on spring water from
the Reserve
Departure for Kandalaksha
Dinner on the way
21:00 Check-in at the hotel "Belomorye"

THE LAPLAND BIOSPHERE RESERVE:
- The Museum of the first director of the biosphere reserve G.M Kreps, where you will
hear a complicated story of the reserve creation, about its organizer and
the first director Kreps, about heroic people – the enthusiasts of biosphere reserve
creation
- The Museum of O.I Semenov-Tyan-Shansky, a patriarch of the biosphere reserve
business, the chronicler of northern nature. He has devoted 60 years of his life and
scientific career to the Lapland Biosphere Reserve
- Chum (a typical Saami house), where you will hear a beautiful Saami legend and get
to know the rituals of the native people of the Kola peninsula.
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DAY 6. TONYA TETRINA
7:00-8:00 Breakfast at the hotel.
08:00 Check-out
Transfer to Tonya Tetrina on the coast of the White Sea.
The tour of the historical reconstruction of angling village typical
for the location – Tonya Tetrina.
13:00 The authentic Pomor lunch
Accommodation at Pomor houses (Pomors – ethnographic group
of native people of this part of Russia)
Tour around the museum complex
Pomor banya (type of sauna) on the shore of the White Sea with a
hot tub on wood and luminaria
19:00 Dinner
Night at the shore of the White Sea

TONYA TETRINA:
The historical reconstruction of angling village typical for the location – Tonya Tetrina.
Every Pomor village has originated from a small settling of anglers – “tonya”.
Tonya Tetrina has been reconstructed with attention to the smallest details.
It is now based on the spot, where an original tonya existed.
Currently the village has a function of an open-air historical-ethnographic complex.
The collection of the complex consists of hundreds of exhibits, some of which are still being used.
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DAY 6. TONYA TETRINA
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DAY 7. VARZUGA
11:00

19:0020:00

Breakfast on the shore of the White Sea
Check-out
Transfer to Varzuga
Tour of Tersky coast
Lunch on the way
Arrival to Varzuga
Tour of Varzuga
Check-in at the private hotel
Dinner and night in Varzuga

TERSKY COAST:
The village of Kuzreka, visiting the spring of 15th century. It was started by an
orthodox Saint. The water here is considered holy.
Olenitsa – the deposits of Ikaite minerals (another deposits like this are in
Australia).
The village of Kashkarantsy, Varzuga. Visiting a christian orthodox church of
Assumption of the Virgin Mary. The church was built on donations of the villagers
in 1674 by a craftsman Klement.
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DAY 8. KANDALAKSHA
7:00-9:00 Breakfast at the hotel
10:00 Check-out
Transfer to Kandalaksha
Visiting the Cape ship - the deposits of amethyst
15:00 Lunch at a cafe
16:30 Tour to the place of power - Labyrinths "Babylon"
Transfer to Murmansk with a photostop - stela "The Arctic Circle"
Dinner on the way
Check-in at a country hotel "Laplandiya"

THE CAPE SHIP:
The Cape Ship amethysts are the state geological
nature landmark at the territory of the Tersky
district of Murmansk region. The landmark holds
esthetic, educational, historical and cultural
meaning. The deposits of amethysts at this place
were known and used by Pomors in 17-18th
centuries.

THE "BABYLON" LABYRINTHS:
It was believed that the Kandalaksha maze
had been created by the primal men and
represents by itself a scheme for a trap used
for cathing fish. Scientists assume that
religious ceremonies had been taking place
here - that was the way ancient people were
hoping to ensure success of their fishing.
All the "Babylons" consist of really tangled
paths, paved with stones in a particular way.
The spyrals can be found in several places
on the Kola peninsula. Their secret stays
unrevealed until now. There are some
hypotheses, that you will hear once you
come there

STELA "THE ARCTIC CIRCLE":

Stela "The Arctic Circle" is erected on the M18 highway, almost on the border
between two administrative parts of Russia: Karelia and Murmansk region. The
Arctic circle is one of the five main parallels, marked on the map of the Earth. The
parallel stands for the border of the area of polar day.
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DAY 9. DEPARTURE
Breakfast at the hotel
Check-out
Transfer to Murmansk airport

THE PROGRAMM INCLUDES:
Transfers mentioned in the itinirary, meeting&seeing off at the airport
Accomodation at TWIn rooms including breakfast (BB)
Meals mentioned in the itinirary and water on the busses
Excursions mentioned in the itinirary
Entrance fees
English-speaking guide

NB!
The order of the excursion tours can be changed. The amount of excursion tours will be kept.
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